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Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185-0529

ABSTRACT

Synthetic Apert,,re Radar (SAR) from an airborne platform has been proposed for imaging targets
beneath the earth's surface. The propagation of the radar's energy within the ground, however, is
much different than in the earth's atmosphere. The result is signal refraction, echo delay,
propagation losses, dispersion, and volumetric scattering. These all combine to make SAR image
formation from an airborne platform much more challenging than a surface imaging counterpart.
This report treats the ground as a lossy dispersive half-space, and presents a model for the radar
echo based on measurable parameters. The model is then used to explore various imaging
schemes, and image properties. Dynamic range is discussed, as is the iropact of loss on dynamic
range. Modified window functions are proposed to mitigate effects of sidelobes of shallow targets
overwhelming deeper targets.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

There is significant interest in detecting, locating, and identifying 'targets' beneath the earth's
surface. Applications span the areas of national defense, environmental monitoring, arms control
and nonproliferation, geoiogic and mining exploration, and archeology. There is a healthy
industry today of ground-based vehicle- or hand-towed ground penetrating radars (GPRs). The

, challenge is to cover more ground, deeper, quicker, and with better resolution. To this end,
experimental systems are emerging using aircraft based, airborne ground penetrating radars. A
problem arises that resolution falls off with distance (altitude), and a strong surface return
interferes with the data. This has led to the consideration of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

i

techniques to regain resolution and surface return mitigation. To date, however, most SAR efforts
seem to apply surface imaging techniques to the subsurface imaging problem. Very little has been
written in the literature thus far dealing with problems unique to imaging underground targets
with an airborne SAR. The impact of signal refraction, accurate echo delay, propagation losses,
dispersion, and volumetric scattering on SAR data seem to have been largely ignored in a
quantitative manner. This report attempts to fill some of this information void.

Within this report is presented first a model for radar echo delay time from an airborne radar to a
subsurface target that takes into account signal refraction and dispersion. Later, propagation
losses are also included. Dispersion is discussed and its effect on wideband signals. Then SAR
imaging is addressed with models presented. These models are then used to illustrate effects of
some different imaging geometries. Dynamic range for imaging buried targets is discussed and
the concept of loss normalized depth impulse response is presented. It is shown how loss can
interfere with dynamic range via scatterer sidelobes. Finally, a mitigation method for this
interference is presented.

To summarize the results so far, it seems entirely possible to image targets buried below the
earth's surface from an airborne SAR, with some qualifiers. First, penetration depth will depend
very much on soil dielectric properties, and range from centimeters to many meters. At UHF
frequencies we axe likely to be able to penetrate a few meters in a large number of soils, with at
least 1 meter resolution or better. Lower frequencies will penetrate more, but with worse
resolution. Focussing SAR images will need to take into account soil parameters. Errors in
measured or assumed propagation parameters will manifest themselves in target position estimate
inaccuracies, and image defocussing. Imaging with a 2-dimensional spatial aperture as well as a
frequency aperture is extremely desirable to localize a target's 3-dimensional impulse response.
However, coherency is required for all spatial sample points, to properly focus the image. This
could be a tough problem for motion measurement systems. Throughout this report are presented
examples to illustrate the concepts discussed.
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2. THE RADAR ECHO MODEL

Consider a dielectric boundary, above which is free space, and below which is a homogeneous,
lossy, and dispersive medium. Let a cartesian coordinate system be chosen with the following
properties.

The x-y plane is the dielectric boundary with free space in the +z direction.

The dielectric has complex relative permittivity E, and complex relative
• permeability It. The conductivity is included in _. Both e and kt are generally

functions of frequency.

The origin of this coordinate system is identified as the Central Reference Point
(CRP).

Within this coordinate system we create the following, as in figure 1.

We place a target at location (O,O,-d), directly beneath the CRP within the
dielectric.

We place a radar sensor with phase center at location (x0,Y0,Z0),in free space. A
vector from the CRP to this point is defined as rc. The angle between re and the x-
y plane is defined as the depression angle V.

RADAR

r c
z rc_

V2 CRP

e, kt V1

d

• rcl

. TARGET

Figure 1. Geometry of Radar Echo
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If the radar emits energy that reflects from the target, the echo will follow the ray path identified
by vectors rcl and rc2, which make angles with the x-y plane of Vt and _/2 respectively.

2.1. Echo Delay

The echo delay time is then given by
al

211",,11+,'17c --
C1 C °

where
I

xc = radar echo delay time,

c = velocity of light in free space, and

cl = velocity of propagation in the lossy half space.

Imaging using (1) is discussed by Xu, Cao, and Su [15]. The problem is that for a lossy medium,

even it"e:and Ix are known, given only rc and d, exact values for Ik_'ll and I1_,_+1are generally
difficult to compute.

However, by m_ing the plausible assumption for an airborne SAR that V2 = _, we can find a
closed form approximate solution for the echo delay time as

2(Rrel I + Real Edrl_l- (c°s_721) (2)-- jj ,
where

T1= complex refraction index for the lossy dielectric = ,f_ = rlR+ jrll,

fir = Real[rl], and

tit = Imag[rl].

The derivation for (2) is given in Appendix A.

If _ c°sx!t72 <<1, then the further approximation may be made
\ 11 ]

cos2v
I1,

The grossest approximation ignores depression angle effects, and is given by

2
+c=c(IH+ (4)
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Which approximation to use depends largely on the accuracy required, which in turn depends on
the circumstances of its use. As an illustration, consider the following example.

Example 1. Consider the following parameters

H - 500m,
6

d= 3m,

e = 4.5 - j 1 (representative of San Antonio Clay Loam with 5%
water content at 300 MHz. See reference [2]),

It= 1,

and let us define effective range as the equivalent range in free space to yield a particular
echo delay time, that is

C

R eff--- _'C c . (5)

The effective range measure is useful in that it allows us to measure distances
against transmitted wavelengths in free space.

The various approximations are then plotted against an exact numerical solution in
terms of effective range in figure 2.

506,4 .......... _.

approximation by equation (4)

506.3

,f
_ 506.2

, ./-
_ 506.1 "

/-506 ....

"_ approximation by equation (3) _11
o
a) pproximation by equation (2) - selid line505.9 " m

J505.8 J

...,, _ _F'/numerical solution-dots
• 505.7

l , , , , A , i i i i

0 20 40 60 80
b

depression angle - deg.

Figure 2. Comparison of various approximations in terms of effective range.
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For this example we may make several observations.

• The approximation by equation (2) is nearly error free. In fact, the approximation by
equation (2) meets the numerical solution to within 5 x 104 m.

• The approximations by equations (3) and (4) improve with steeper depression angles.
8

• The approximation by equation (3) is in error by less than 0.04 m, which is still adequate
for coherent imaging at 300 MHz, over any range of depression angles.

• The approximation by equation (4) shows no depression angle dependence, and is useful
for coherent imaging at 300 MHz only over very narrow ranges of depression angles.
Even then, at all but vertical depression angles, there will be a time offset (or equivalently
an effective range offset).

2.2. Dispersion

Consider the approximation by equation (2) as a reasonable model. We repeat it here.

2
rl }i

In general, rl is a function of frequency, co,therefor xc is also a function of frequency. This effect is
identified as dispersion, and can be a nuisance when dealing with wideband signals, such as very
short pulses (actual or synthetic). From equation (2) we see that dispersion is magnified linearly
with depth, d. Therefor it may not be a problem with shallow targets, but gets progressively worse
with deeper targets, as one might expect. We illustrate dispersion with the following example,
borrowing data from Hipp [7] via the model of Brock and Patitz [2].

Example 2. Consider the following parameters (essentially the same as example 1).

Jr lI =500m,
_t = 60 deg.

d= 3m,

= representative of San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water content
from reference [2],

It= 1,

Figure 3 repeats the dielectric constant curve from reference [2]. Figure 4 shows
the complex refraction index calculated from this curve and It. Finally, figure 5
shows the effective range for the various frequencies in the range 30 MHz to 1
GHz.

-12-



20. 50. I00. 200. 500. i000.

frequency - MHz

Figure 3. Dielectric Constant for San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% Water.

20. 50. i00. 200. 500. i000.

. frequency - MHz

Figure 4. Refraction Index for San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% Water.
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506 ---
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Figure 5. Effective Range vs. Frequency for San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% Water.

For this example we make the following observations.

• Targets at other depths would show the same basic curve shape as in figure 5, but with
different scaling on the vertical axis. That is, at a depth of 12 m, the dispersion would be
four times worse.

• For this soil, a finite bandwidth of say 200 MHz at lower frequencies will exhibit more
dispersion across its band than across a 200 MHz band at higher frequencies. It is
unknown at this point how applicable such a statement would be to other soil types.

• For this soil, a wideband pulse covering the entire band 30 MHz to 1 GHz may be capable
of nearly 0.15 m free-space resolution, but will encounter dispersion greater than an
effective 1.5 m in free space. This means that this pulse's ultimate resolution is limited by
dispersion, unless the effects of dispersion can be mitigated. Transmitted impulses will be
received as nonlinear chirps, and transmitted linear FM chirps will be received as
nonlinear chirps. Dispersion mitigation is essentially a focussing problem.

Ip

• While figure 5 seems to favor higher frequencies from a dispersion standpoint, frequency
dependent losses have been completely ignored, and in fact will generally favor lower
frequencies.
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l2.3. Attenuation and Power Loss within the Dielectric

In addition to the losses suffered by a surface imaging SAR, a ground penetrating SAR will
encounter losses in crossing the air-ground interface, as well as in the ground itself. Losses in
transmi,_si,'macross a dielectric boundary are discussed in reference [2]. By making the same
assurer " _s were made in arriving at equation (2), we can model the power attenuation within

° the die,_t,,,,,, .,_

, Gll = exp(._imag[drl_] 1 _ (cos/g_____)2] ) . (6)

This expression is derived in Appendix A.

Converting this expression into dB yields

40 (l°gl°e) md (J ( C0S_/)21
= Imag T1 l- (7)

Grl'dB C -'_ "

We make the following observations.

• tit < 0, therefore Grl < 1, constituting a loss for d > 0.

• The loss is greater (smaller G_) for larger d, and smaller _, which is expected since in both
cases the ray path through the dielectric is greater.

• rl is generally a function of co.Even so, m appears explicitly in equations (6) and (7),
making loss a strong function of frequency.

To illustrate these observations consider the following example.

Example 3. Consider the same soil as in Example 2, namely San Antonio Clay
Loam with 5% water content from Hipp [71, as modelled by Brock and Patitz [2].
In addition, as before, let

d= 3m,

g= 1,

Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of two-way propagation loss within the
dielectric at 300 MHz for the target on depression angle. Figure 7 shows the

• dependence on frequency at a 60 deg. depression angle. It is important to note that
these losses are with respect to an identical target buried just below the dielectric

- boundary, and do not consider the normal losses for a surface target, nor the
transmissivity loss of transcending the dielectric boundary.

-15-
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Figure 6. Two-way propagation loss as a function of depression angle.
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Figure 7. Two-way propagation loss as a function of frequency.
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2.4. Soil Types and their Properties

Soil types vary widely, and any given soil's properties will also vary widely with moisture
content, compaction density, contamination, and about any other parameter you can think of. A
number of other references ([2], [3], [6], [7], [8], [13], [14]) discuss this in much more detail than
what will be presented here. The purpose of this section is merely to indicate the range of

, properties a medium may have in which a target may be buried.

Table 1 presents some data from references [2], [5], and [14], and some simple calculations of
" two-way propagation loss.

Table 1: Approximate Properties of Soil Types and other materials at 100 MHz, 30 degrees
depression angle, target buried under I meter of material. (We assume I.t=l.)

Approx. Approx. Approx. Approx.
Material Real(e) c_ -Imag(e) Loss

(mho/m) (dB)

Air 1 0 0 0
,,,

Freshwater 81 10-4 to 3 x 10-'2 0.018 to 5.39 0.037 to 11
,,, J , ,,

S,._.water 81 4 719 653

Freshwater Ice 4 10-5 to 10-3 0.0018 to0.18 0.018 to 1.8

Limestone (dry) 7 10-9 1.8 x 10-7 1.3 x 10.6
, , ,,,, ,,

Granite (dry) 5 10-8 1.8 x 10-6 1.6 x 10.5

Bedded Salt 3 to 6 10-5 to 10-4 0.0018 to 0.014 to
0.018 0.21

Permafrost 4 to 8 10"4 to 10-2 0.018 to 1.8 0.12 to 18

Sand (dry) 4 to 6 10-7 to 10-3 1.8 x 10-5 to 1.4 x 10-4 to
0.18 1.8

,,

Sand (water _aturated) 30 104 to 10-2 0.018 to 1.8 0.06 to 6
.......

Silt (water _,,aturated) 10 10-3 to 10-2 0.18 to 1.8 1.1 to 11

Rich Agricu._tural Land 15 10-2 1.8 8.7

Clay (water saturated) 8 to 12 10-2 to 1 1.8 to 180 9.7 to 338

San Antonio Clay Loam (5% water) 5.2 0.011 2 17
ql

San Antonio Clay Loam (10% water) 14.5 0.061 11 51
,,,,,

- San Antonio Clay Loam (20% water) 29 0.167 30 93
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Some comments are in order.

• For most materials, the dielectric constant e (both real and imaginary parts), and hence the
refraction index rl, vary fairly slowly with frequency [7][6][3][8][ 13]. Therefor, the overt
contribution of coin equations (6) and (7) will probably dominate the frequency
dependence of loss. That is, losses will generally be more at higher frequencies, and less at
lower frequencies. To a first order, for frequencies near 100 MHz, the losses in dB in table '
1 will be scaled linearly with co,according to equation (7). The result is generally that
wideband signals will have their low frequencies emphasized, and higher frequencies
tapered. This has an effect analogous to lowering the center frequency, and constricting
the bandwidth of the radar echo.

• The relative permeability, often presumed to be unity, can also be significant for some
soils. Certainly, in some parts of the U.S. desert southwest, the soils seem to exhibit
nontrivial magnetic properties [11].

• The variability of table l's materials' properties is fairly wide ranging. Since a radar
imaging system depends on these paKameters to maintain coherence, this would suggest
that a radar imaging system may need to be 'tuned' to the material within which is to be
imaged. That is, a priori knowledge of soil parameters is certainly desired, and for some
soils may even be required, in order to select appropriate radar parameters and form a
reasonable image.

° It is not adequate to know only that a soil is 'clay', 'silt', or 'sand', because dielectric
parameters will vary widely within these classes.

• Some measurement techniques for relative dielectric constant e just automatically
presume _=1, without actually independently measuring p. These techniques might only
measure impedance, only measure the refraction index, only measure loss, etc. A non-
unity I.tthen has the effect of scaling (perhaps with a complex number) the actual relative
complex dielectric constant e. Measured dielectric values should come with a pedigree as
to how they were measured, or at least account for the magnetic permeability.

-18-



3. AN AIRBORNE SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR PHASE HISTORY MODEL

In considering synthetic apertures, and target locations not directly beneath the CRP, figure 1
needs to be modified and some new definitions made. We will now adopt the geometry of figure 8.

The parameters of figure 8 are defined as follows.

The CRP is the central reference point, and defines the origin for this geometry.

• The dielectric boundary is the x-y plane, with free space above it.

The radar is located in free space with vector rc, and has cartesian coordinates

(llr llco v sino ,-IIr ll osV cos ,IIr llsintc).
The target is sd meters into the lossy half space, and located at cartesian

coordinates (Sx,Sy,-Sct).The vector s identifies the surface projection of the target,
and points to cartesian coordinates (Sx,Sy,O).

The vector rs is the difference between rc and s, and Us is the angle between rs and
the x-y plane.

We will assume that the assumptions made for equation (2) still apply over all target positions of
interest. Therefor, because the target is no longer beneath the CRP, equation (2) becomes

_ = _[llr_ll + Real [sarl _1 - ( c_'_)2]/. (8)

RADAR

r$

x

s

!

Sd

y. e
TARGET

Figure 8. Geometry for SAR phase history model
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3.1. The Phase History Model

This development will be for a spotlight mode SAR. Consider a transmitted signal from the radar

XT = G(t) cos(tot + _t2) , (9)

,D

where G(t) = transmitted pulse envelope,

to = transmitted center frequency, and

_,= transmitted chirp rate.

The received echo from the target will then be

XR = a (rs, sd) G ( t- Xs) COS(tO( t- "Cs) + _ ( t- xs) 2) , (10)

where A(rs,Sz) = the cumulative two-way losses in signal strength.

At this point we are more interested in the character of the signal, and so will ignore dispersion
and its mitigation for the moment, assuming it to be inconsequential.

Demodulating and deramping this signal into a video signal with I and Q components yields

Xv = A (r s, se) G (t-x s)exp {j( [to+_/(t-xm)] (Xm-Xs) + _(x m-'_s)2)} • (11)

The parameter xm is a time offset for the local oscillator signal, which is explicitly

XLO = exp{-j(to(t-Zm) + _ (t-Zm)2)} . (12)

We will select xm as follows. Let

Xm= _[ [[rcl[+ Real [dfi _1-( c°s-xltcl'l)21]' (13)

where fi = estimate of complex refraction index rl, and

d = depth at which we will focus the SAR image.
b.

The second phase term in equation (11) is the residual phase error term, and in many cases may be
ignored. We will do so here.

- 20-



Plugging equations (8) and (13) into (11) then yields

X v = A (r s, sd) G (t - _s) exp {j_

os , ,o. (_o+v(t-_)) II_II-II_N+R_al drlql-\cric/2 -Real san 1- Crl s 2 }. (14)

• Making the typical polar-format assumptions for I1,¢11-Uqll,that the target area is small enough
so gts -- gtc, and our dielectric estimate is good enough so 11= 11, we can then simplify a little
further, and

X v = A (rs, sa)G(t-Xs)exp{j 2C

( / c°s'ell(O)+'_(t-'Cm) ) coSlgc (SxSintX- SyCOSCt) + (d- Sd) flR 1 } (15)
211fi112'

Now, to examine the effects of 2-dimensional synthetic aperture, consider small perturbations of
a evenly about zero, and small perturbations of gc evenly about _cO, that is

cosec = cos (_c0- Ag) = cOSec 0 + (sin_c0) A_ , (16)

and, for the moment, making the typical linear range-doppler assumption

(sxsintx- sycoso0 = sxAo_- Sy . (17)

Defining 3,(t - x,n) =--Am, and putting (16) and (17) into equation (15) yields

Xv = A (r s, sa) G (t - Xs) exp {j_

/ ((m+A_) ((singtco)Agt+cOS_co) (SxAa-Sy) + (d-sd)_R 1 } (18)
211_112•

We define Px, Py, and Pd to be the resolutions at the focal point (O,O,-d) in the sx, Sy,and sd
directions respectively. Then the resolutions are approximately given by

)_ (19)
Px _"2cosll/c 0 (2A(Zmax) '

- 1 (20)
PY--"2 . 2B

• _,sin IgcO( 2Algmax) + mcosXl/C0c

and

-21 -



2

pal= ( COS2tgcO,_j (21)2BT1R 1 2[-_[[_

where 2At.Omax
B = = bandwidth of transmitted signal in Hz,2n

_. = 2_----Sc= nominal wavelength of transmitted signal,

(2A_llmax) = total elevation aperture angle, and

(2A_max) = total azimuth aperture angle.

At this point we observe the following.

• We recognize that if the target were at the surface (sz=O) and our focal point were at the
surface (d=0), then equation (15) would reduce to the common polar-format
representation, and equation (18) would reduce to the common linear range-doppler
model.

• From the model of equation (18), apertures in Act will resolve and place sx, apertures in

Axl/will resolve and place sy, and apertures in Ao will resolve and place sd. If the
presumption is made that sd=d, such as with surface imaging SARs, then an aperture in
Ato will resolve and accurately place Sy. In such a case d _ sa manifests itself as an offset
in the placement of Sy and possibly as a misfocus as well (the well known layover effect).
Without an aperture in A_, Sy and sd are not separable. However, given that set=d,
apertures in A_ and Ao could be combined in such a way as to improve resolution and

placement accuracy in Sy, beyond the limits imposed by bandwidth or elevation aperture
each alone [12]. That is, if sd=d, then sampling at different frequencies is equivalent to
sampling at different depression angles, as far as resolving and placing sy is concerned.

• The refraction index 11scales only the sd component of the target position, and not sx nor

sy. From (19) and (20) it is clear that resolution in the horizontal (x and y) directions is
unaffected by dielectric properties within the lossy half space. However, (21) shows that
depth resolution will be scaled by approximately l/fiR. Buried targets will appear bigger
in the depth direction only, not in the lateral (x,y) directions. The resolution enhancement
in the depth direction may be some consolation for any misfocus caused by dispersion in
the dielectric.

• By the same argument used for resolution, the patch size in the x and y directions is largely
unaffected by target depth or dielectric properties.

• Even with Ao=0, we are fully capable of locating sx and Sy with high precision and
resolution. This mode is termed 'holographic SAR' I91. If the 2-D aperture is an arc, then
this is called 'Narrow Band SAR' 1101.

t
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• Equations (14), (15), and (18) are all just different models with different degrees of
approximation to (11). The appropriateness of any given model depends on the validity of
the assumptions made in deriving it. These, and perhaps other models, are all usable each
in their own circumstance.

- 3.2. Impulse Response in 3 Dimensions

Traditional Synthetic Aperture Radar maps the radarreflectivity of a 2-dimensional surface, and
• therefor is typically only interested in impulse responses and their sidelobe structure on that

surface. Apart from displacements due to layover effects of objects not on the desired surface, 3-
dimensional impulse responses are generally of little concern. However, the ground, that we have
modelled as a lossy half space, is inherently a 3-dimensional image space, where a target's depth
is rarely presumed or known with an acceptable degree of accuracy, and an estimate of which
should be apparent from the visualization that is the image. Therefor an understanding of a
target's 3-dimensional impulse response (3D-IPR) is essential in evaluating any data collection
geometry, processing algorithm, or imaging scheme.

3.3. Some Collection Geometry Examples

In this section we generate some phase histories for various data collection geometries using

equations (8), (11), and (13). Then, given these phase histories, we form an image using a model
that approximates (11). We shall consider a single point target scatterer, and ignore any surface
scattering from the dielectric boundary, so that we may illustrate the 3D-IPR of a buried target by
itself. The model we shall use also ignores losses, and is

X v = A(r s,O) G(t-xs)exp{j_

(cO+ Ac0) (cos (Yc0- A_i/) (SxSinAot- SyCOSA0t) + (d- Sd) "qR) } " (22)

The rational for using this model is that it lends itself readily to a 3-dimensional version of polar-
format processing, where all the data collected is interpolated to a grid such that the new
interpolated data is of the form

Xv(k'm'n) = A (rs'sa)exp { "2jc(S_fxk-s_fym + (d-sa)fan) }' (23)

which can readily be processed into an image using a 3-dimensional FFT, or equivalent.

The methodology for forming the impulse responses in the following examples is to divide
- equation (11) by equation (22), and accumulate the result over all phase history samples and

frequencies. In essence, we will use (22) as a filter for the data generated with (11). This is done
for each pixel location in the resulting image. While this is not how one would ultimately processQ

an image (at least efficiently), it never-the-less illustrates the information content for various data
collection geometries, which is what this section is all about.
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3.3.1. Traditional SAR at UHF

Considera traditionalSAR witha l-Dimensionallinearspacialaperture,anda linearFM chirp
forthefrequencyaperture.Furthermore,theSAR hasthefollowingparameters.

centerfrequency 300MHz

chirpbandwidth 150MI-h

pulsewidth 10_ts

target position (20,20,-3)

focal point (0,0,-3)

nominalrange 2 km

depressionangle 30degrees

azimuthaperture Ikm

soiltype SanAntonioClayLoam with5% watercontent

fl 4_'5.5-jl

o +

-1000

,i

-2000

-3000

-500 0 500

X-Y plotofaperture DepthslicesatI,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4,4.5,and5 meters.
and target area. Pixel spacing is 1 m. Image centered on target. .

Figure 9. Aperture and Impulse Response for Traditional SAR at UHF.
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3.3.2. SAR at UHF with Multiple Apertures

Consider a SAR with multiple 1-Dimensional linear spacial apertures at different orientations,
and a linear FM chirp for the frequency aperture, with the following parameters.

center frequency 300 MHz

" chirp bandwidth 150 MHz

pulse width 10 Ixs

target position (20,20,-3)

focal point (0,0,-3)

nominal range 2 km

depression angle 30 degrees

azimuth aperture I km

soil type San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% watercontent

J4.5 -jl

o +

-lOOO
[

-2000

-3000

,w

-500 0 500

X-Y plot of aperture Depth slices at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5 meters.
" and target area. Pixel spacing is 1 m. Image centered on target.

Figure 10. Aperture and Impulse Response for SAR at UHF with multiple apertures.
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3.3.3. Downward Looking SAR at UHF with Multiple Apertures

Consider a SAR such as the previous example, but looking downwards at the target area.

center frequency 300 MHz

chirpbandwidth 150MI-Iz

pulse width 10 $xs

target position (20,20,-3)

focal point (0,0,-3)

nominal range 2 km

depression angle 90 degrees

azimuth aperture 1 km

elevation aperture Ikm

soil type San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water content

,44,5 -jl

400

200

-___ _ ±_ t|li!

-200

-400
w

-500 0 500

X-Y plot of aperture Depth slices at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5 meters.
and target area. Pixel spacing is 1 m. Image centered on target.

Figure 11. Aperture and Impulse Response for Downward Looking SAR at UHF.
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3.3.4. Narrow Band Downward Looking SAR at UHF

Consider a SAR such as the previous example, but looking downwards at the target area, and with
zero chirp bandwidth.

center frequency 300 MI-h

" chirp bandwidth 0 Hz

target position (20,20,-3)

focal point (0,0,-3)

nominal range 2 km

depression angle 90 degrees

azimuth aperture Ikm

elevation aperture 1 km

soil type San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water content

fl j4.5-jl

,00200

0 --

-200-400 ......._

. -500 0 500

X-Y plot of aperture Depth slices at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5 meters.
• and target area. Pixel spacing is 1 m. Image centered on target.

Figure 12. Aperture and Impulse Response for Narrow Band Downward SAR at UHF.
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3.3.5. Downward Looking SAR at UHF with Multiple Apertures (Shallow Target)

Consider a downward looking SAR with a shallower target.

center frequency 300 MHz

chirp bandwidth 150 MHz

pulse width I0 gs

target position (20,20,-0.5)

focal point (0,0,-0.5)

nominal range 2 km

depression angle 90 degrees

azimuth aperture 1 km

elevation aperture 1 km

soil type San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water content

,/4.5 -jl

,00200

m;,,,_ --

-200

-400

-500 0 500 ..... _ _ ...........

X-Y plot of aperture Depth slices at 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2,and 2.5 meters.
and target area. Pixel spacing is 1 m. Image centered on target.

Figure 13. Aperture and Impulse Response for Downward Looking SAR at UHF.
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3.3.6. Downward Looking SAR at VHF

Consider a VHF SAR looking downwards at the target area.

center frequency 100 MHz

chirp bandwidth 150 MHz
_r

pulse width 10 Its

• target position (20,20,-3)

focal point (0,0,-3)

nominal range 2 km

depression angle 90 degrees

azimuth aperture 1 km

elevation aperture 1 km

soil type San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water content

r) J5.2-j2

400

2O0

-200

-400

. -500 0 500

X-Y plot of aperture Depth slices at 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, and 5 meters.
" and target area. Pixel spacing is 1 m. Image centered on target.

Figure 14. Aperture and Impulse Response for Downward Looking SAR at VHF.
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3.3.7. Some Comments About the Previous Examples

• For all examples, the target was presumed to be sufficiently isotropic, and alone.
Furthermore, scattering from the dielectric boundary was ignored.

• For all examples, the 3D-IPR was normalized to the brightest pixel over all depth slices.

• tI-D vs. 2-D synthetic ¢perture, Figure 9 shows how a I-D synthetic azimuth aperture "

allows ambiguities in Sy vs. sa, the well known layover effect. Figure 10 shows how this
ambiguity may be mitigated with an elevation aperture.

• Sidelobe orientation: Figure 10 shows elevation aperture sidelobes that are tilted due to
the 2-D synthetic aperture being offset with a nominal depression angle less than 90
degrees. Figure 11 shows that these sidelobes spread evenly within a depth slice for a
vertical aperture.

• Depth resolution: Figure 12 illustrates how a narrow band signal can still resolve the
target in two dimensions, but not in all three as in figure 11.

• DistTersion effects: Comparing figures 11 and 13 shows how deeper targets are less
resolvable in depth due to dispersion and frequency dependent attenuation effects.

• (_enter Freauency: Comparing figures 11 and 14 shows how the center operating

frequency influences resolutions Px and py, but not depth resolution Pd"

• With the broad-beamed antennas and large dynamic ranges inherently a part of subsurface
imaging radars, the real antennas should be considered effectively isotropic. Therefor, an
entire 2-dimensional synthetic aperture would ideally be 'filled in' with a separation of no
more than 2q2 between spacial samples. This seems impractical for an airborne system
trying to cover synthetic apertures of hundreds of meters, or even kilometers in dimension.
Therefor sub-sampled arrays need to be considered, perhaps made up of multiple 1-D
apertures such as in the examples, or perhaps more complicated patterns such as
serpentine or spiral flight paths. The key is that all spacial samples need to be coherent,
which has non-trivial ramifications for the accuracy of motion measurement systems. In
general, however, the more filled in the 2-D synthetic aperture is, the better control of
sidelobes one has. This problem is essentially the same as is encountered with 'thinned
arrays' in antenna theory.

• In all cases, the 3D-IPR exhibits 'spilled energy' (sidelobes) in all three dimensions.
While always a nuisance, sidelobes in the depth direction are particularly troublesome as
they may easily mask a deeper target, since a deeper target's IPR may be significantly
attenuated due to propagation loss anyway (that is, attenuated to below the sidelobe level
of a shallower target). The traditional means of sidelobe reduction is by using window
functions during image formation, but for a lossy medium these window functions would
ideally account for the orientation of the sidelobes as well as the lossiness of the medium.
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4. DYNAMIC RANGE ISSUES IN SIGNAL PROCESSING

As was seen in the last section, finite apertures, whether spatial or frequency, will yield sidelobes
to an impulse response. System non-linearities will also affect sidelobe shapes and levels. These
sidelobes may extend to deeper depths, where they may mask the return of a deeper target, which
is undesirable. In this section we explore this effect. But first we explore the dynamic range of a

• Ground Penetrating SAR.

4.1. Dynamic Range

Dynamic range is defined as a maximum value divided by a minimum value, and is usually
expressed in dB. For a ground penetrating SAR image, the values are radar cross section. The
maximum va.iue is the largest radar cross section that still keeps processing components in a
sufficiently linear operating region, usually associated with a surface return, and then often
defined as a surface clutter return. The minimum value is the smallest radar cross section that still

maintains some nominal signal-to-noise ratio (typically 0 dB, or 6 dB) in a processed image,
usually associated with some target at some depth. The deepest such depth is termed the 'depth
horizon'. Dynamic range numbers typically ignore the interaction of target sidelobes. We
illustrate dynamic range with the following example.

Example 4. Consider a half space of San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water
content, with a smooth surface. Furthermore, consider two targets. The first target
is a surface reflector with +10 dBsm cross section. The second target is a -10 dBsm

reflector at a depth of 3 meters. We are using a nominal frequency of 100 MHz,
and imaging at a nominal depression angle of 60 degrees. From figure 4, the two
way propagation loss is about 48 dB. From reference [2], the two way
transmissivity loss is about 2 dB. The required dynamic range for imaging these
targets is then the difference in the targets' cross sections plus all the losses (in
dB). That is

example dynamic range = [ 10- (-10) + 48 + 2 ] = 70 dB.

Clearly, however, if the two targets are vertically aligned with each other (one on
top of the other), then the sidelobes from the surface target's response need to be at
least 70 dB down from the mainlobe response at a depth of 3 meters in order to

fully use this dynamic range. In such a case, the purity of the signal, system non-
linearities, and the window function that is used in image formation can all
severely limit the full use of the dynamic range. For example, if the sidelobes of
the surface target are down by only 40 dB, but the deeper target's response is down

4

by 70 dB, then discerning the presence of the deeper target will not be possible.
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Thus far we have been dealing with the dynamic range of the processed image, which includes the
noise reduction offered by coherent gain. To calculate the raw dynamic range required of the radar
front-end hardware, including the analog-to-digital converters, we need to subtract the coherent
processing gain from the processed image dynamic range, and reference the noise floor by adding
the minimum required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the final image.

Example 4 (continued). Suppose our SAR offers a total of 60 dB coherent ,
processing gain, and we wish to maintain a minimum SNR of 6 dB. Then

raw dynamic range = [ 70 - 60 + 6 ] = 16 dB,

which requires at least 5 bits in the analog-to-digital converter (3 bits for signal + 1
bit for noise + 1 sign-bit), assuming the noise level is set to toggle the least
significant bit. Of course, some margin would be prudent.

4.2. Loss Normalized Depth Impulse Response - Matched Filter Processing

Equation (6) expresses the power attenuation of a radar echo from a buried target. If we now
consider two identical targets buried with a depth difi'c_ence of Ad, then a resulting 3-D image
will show the deeper target with an intensity diminished from the shallower target by

A/-_ exp(_Imag [ (Ad) rl J1L (c°sv_21) (24,rl JJ '

where A/is the ratio of the intensities.

A better understanding may be had by seeing how loss affects SAR processing. To this end,
consider a target buried at location (O,O,-sd).Now consider an ideal system modelled by equation
(14) with d=O,

X v = A (rs, sd)G (t-Xs)eX p Jc (_+A_) -Real sdrl 1- 2, j ,
and recognize from equation (6) that

t / [J (cT) l]tA(rs, Sa) = A(rs, O)ex p c(O_+Ato) Imag sat I 1- c . (26) "
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Putting these together yields

Xv = A(rs, O)G(t-xs)exp{

_2_ (,o+ ln .i -jReal [rl jl- (C_c)2] ] } , (27)

, or equivalently

I [X v = A (rs, O) G (t- x,) exp -Jc (to + Ato) sa rl (28)

where the phase is now complex.

For an evenly sampled frequency aperture about t0, consider video samples with frequency

to + Ato = tomin+ k dto (29)

where k=O..(K-1).

Now consider a matched filter, where equation (28) is correlated against a target's expected
response from depth d. For simplicity we shall ignore dispersion and presume constant rl. The
output of such a filter is then given by

sin---T(sa-d)rl_l-( °_ _c] [ .2to _ _1_( rlc°s_c'_2].IPR = A (r s, 0) exp -y--_ (s d d) rl _J

sin[ dto (sa-d)rl_ 1 - (C7c)2 ] (30)

Note that a complex rl affects the IPR's envelope even in the exponential term. The loss due to
depth is completely incorporated into this impulse response, that is, this impulse response is loss
normalized. What may not be immediately clear, but is never-the-less true, is that for a complex
rl, as d increases, ultimately the envelope of the IPR will grow and even surpass the magnitude of
the main lobe. Furthermore, this will be true regardless of whether or which window function is
used, and regardless of the available dynamic range. The implication is that sidelobes of shallow
targets will overshadow mainlobes of identical targets that are deeper. To illustrate this, consider
the following two examples.

4
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Example 5. Consider two identical point targets buried in a lossy half space with a
dielectric constant representative of dry sand at 300 MHz and other parameters as
listed

relative dielectric constant 2.5 - j 0.025

relative permeability 1
i

depression angle 30 degrees

center frequency 300 MHz •

bandwidth 150 MHz

video samples (K) 128

target #1 depth 0 m (just below the surface)

target #2 depth 2 m

I

Figure 15 illustrates the matched filter output for these target's responses. The
targets are readily distinguishable.

0 i ................. • .,,. • i

0 " ........

I:1:1
'O

0 .........
_-20 ........

t0 -30 .... I --
0)
1.4

-40 '

_ 5 0

!

-2 -i 0 1 2 3 4 5

depth - m

Figure 15. Matched-Filtered IPRs of targets in dry sand.
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Example 6. Now consider the parameters of example 5 except with a dielectric
constant representative of San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water content at 300
MHz.

relative dielectric constant 4.5 - j 1

relative permeability 1p

depression angle 30 degrees

, center frequency 300 MHz

bandwidth 150 MHz

video samples (K) 128

target #1 depth 0 m Oust below the surface)

target #2 depth 2 m

Figure 16 illustrates the new matched filter output for these target's responses.
Clearly, the deeper target is masked by the sidelobes of the shallower target. The
sidelobes increase as depths get deeper.

0 i ............... • • ..... • v

10 ....

,,,, ,,, ,

@

-I0 .......

_ -20 ................

-M

-30 ......

-40 .... _

_ 5 0

-2 -i 0 1 2 3 4 5

depth - m

Figure 16. Matched-Filtered IPRs of targets in San Antonio Clay Loam with 5% water.
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4.3. Loss Normalized Depth Impulse Response- DFT Processing

The matched filter of the previous section requires a different filter for every depth of interest.
While this approach might be tolerable when only a few depths are of interest, under some
conditions other more efficient processing might be applied to resolve depth. To pursue this,
consider equation (27) modified by equation (29) andrewritten as

q

a  .0,ox• o,s IIma [  lII

The top line of equation (31) concerns amplitude, and the bottom line phase. Clearly, target depth
sd is encoded in the frequency (in k) of line 2 of equation (31). The exponential of line 1 of
equation (31) is an amplitude weighting across k, much like a window function, but that depends
on target depth sa. If the soil is not too lossy, the target not too deep, and the fractional bandwidth
not too great, then this factor will not vary too much with frequency index k, although a depth
dependence will remain. That is, equation (31) can be approximated with

Xv-_A(rs, O)ex p { 2t_s------d/ Imag Irl_l - (c°s_c)2])t1.1

• exp t-j_(to,nin+kdto)saIReal[vlJl-(c_c)2]! t • (32)

Resolving sd is then a matter of applying an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transtbrm (IDFT), which
acts on line 2 of equation (32). The amplitude dependence on depth s d in line 1 of equation (32)
can be compensated thereafter, in what amounts to a loss normalization, or depth calibration step.
This can be illustrated with the following examples.

Example 7. Reconsider the targets and parameters of example 5, but now
processed with DFT processing. The loss normalized result is displayed in figure
17.

Example 8. Reconsider the targets and parameters of example 6, but using the
IDFT after applying a Taylor window, with nbar=6 and -40 dB sidelobes. The loss
normalized result for this soil is displayed in figure 18.
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Some observations arc in order.

• Between figures 15 and 16 we observe that as a soil becomes lossier, two things happen.
The first is that the IPR width as measured at the -3 dB points becomes narrower, that is,
resolution becomes enhanced. The second is that sidelobes begin to interfere more with
the IPR of deeper targets, to the point of overwhelming the deeper target's IPR. This is in
spite of dynamic range considerations due to noise.

• Comparing figures 15 and 17 shows that for dry sand, DFT processing is nearly identical
to processing with a Matched-Filter. This is true primarily because dry sand is a low loss
medium.

• Figure 18 shows that the deeper target is still overwhelmed by the sidelobes of the
shallower target even though sidelobes were suppressed by 40 dB. At least another 16 dB
of suppression would be required just to make them comparable with the mainlobe of the
deeper target. In fact, for this soil, a window function would have to reduce sidelobes by at
least 28 dB per meter to overcome the effects of loss for any target buried under it. In
addition, the mainlobe of the shallow target is broader than that of figure 16 owing to the
use of the window function. For traditional window functions, the broadening will

generally increase as the sidelobes are further suppressed.

• Sidelobes are a more significant problem for targets buried below a scatterer than for
targets buried above a scatterer. But typical window functions are real, and hence yield
even IPRs. What is needed is a window function that really suppresses sidelobes on the
down side of an IPR, even if at the expense of the sidelobes on the up side of the IPR.
Then again, there is no real point to suppressing sidelobes below the depth horizon.

• Sidelobe levels are a function of system non-linearities and the window function used in
the processing of the phasy histories into an image. System non-linearities can sometimes
be mitigated with auto-focus type algorithms and procedures. Window functions can
sometimes be loss compensated, as will be described in the next section.
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4.4. Loss Compensated Window Functions for Near Sidelobe Suppression

Consider first some characteristics for the ideal window function. This window function would

suppress sidelobes in a loss normalized image to a level significantly below the mainlobe, and it
would do so even for surface targets down to at least the depth horizon.

, The spectral characteristics of the window itself (prior to loss normalization) can then be inferred,
and are illustrated in figure 19. The main features of the window spectrum are identified as
follows:

it

Region 1 are the sidelobes corresponding to sufficiently far above the target that
loss normalization will suppress these even further. In this spectrum it is merely
important that they be below the mainlobe peak and allow most of the signal
energy to remain in the peak, thereby preserving signal-to-noise ratio.

Region 2 contains the area immediately around the mainlobe of the response and
sidelobes that correspond to a distance extending downward to the depth horizon.
This region will exhibit an exponential taper 'tuned' to the lossiness of the soil.

Region 3 are the sidelobes corresponding to depths below the depth horizon. As
with region 2, in this spectrum it is merely important that they be below the
maiolobe peak and thereby allow most of the signal energy to remain in the peak.

Applying a window with this spectrum in DFT-processing (with loss normalization) will ideally

I00 ....

75

m
50

I

region 1 region 2 region 3•O 25

-,--I

t_ 0

_ -50

-75

-i00 .... ' ' " ............................ I , , • •
-15 -i0 -5 0 5 i0 15 20

" relative depth - m

Figure 19. Characteristics of desired spectrum of window function.
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Figure 20. DFT-processed IPR with window of figure 19.

yield an IPR of the form in figure 20. As is shown, the window has compensated for the expected
loss in region 2.

Some observations are in order.

• Note in figure 20 how the sidelobes in region 2 are all suppressed by at least 25 dB relative
to the mainlobe, and how sidelobes in region 1 are suppressed by loss normalization.
Sidelobes in region 3 will never appear above the depth horizon and are therefore
inconsequential.

• The amplitude spectrum of the window used for figures 19 and 20 is not even. This
implies that the window itself is complex.

• For the sidelobes to be fiat in a loss normalized IPR, the nature of the loss normalization
will need to be known and incorporated into the window function itself. In this sense, the
window will need to be 'tuned' to, or compensated for the soil's lossiness.

• If region 2 is grown to extend to a deeper depth horizon, then the sidelobes in regions 1 o
and 3 will be stronger, and may even exceed the mainlobe. As the sidelobes grow and
acquire more energy, the mainlobe will lose energy, resulting in a worsening SNR loss due
to processing in the final image. This SNR loss will, in turn, tend to raise the depth horizon "
and diminish dynamic range.

We illustrate the benefits of loss compensated windows with an example.
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Example 9. Reconsider examples 6 and 8, where two targets were buried in soil
with parameters that were representative of San Antonio Clay Loam with 5%
water at 300 MHz. We repeat the parameters here, and add a depth horizon of 3 m.

relative dielectric constant 4.5 - j 1

relative permeability 1
#

depression angle 30 degrees

, center frequency 300 MHz

bandwidth 150 MHz

video samples (K) 128

target #1 depth 0 m Oust below the surface)

target #2 depth 2 m

depth horizon 3 m

With a loss compensated window function applied prior to DFT processing (with loss
normalization) we can achieve the result displayed in figure 21. Clearly, when the loss
compensated window is used, the deeper target can be resolved. The slight offset in the
mainlobe peaks is a compromise made to achieve a 3 m depth horizon in a -28 dB/m lossy soil.

20
,11

using Taylor window "
10 as in example 8.

I "#
£I) # ° e ''_' # 0
'13 • e

t 0 _° °

z_

-I0
.r{

-20

_ using loss-compensated window
-30

0 with 3-meter depth horizon.
1.4 #

-40

-50
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

" depth - m

Figure 21. Effects of Loss Compensated Window Function on DFT-Processed IPRs.
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4.5. Synthesizing Loss Compensated Windows

The windows we are interested in are nothing more than finite impulse response (FIR) digital
filters. The generation of loss compensated windows is an exercise in FiR digital filter synthesis,
much as is described in reference [16], although in our case we are interested in complex filters.
The tuned nature of the windows favor an iterative approach, where a filter is designed, tested,
and redesigned until satisfactory results are obtained. The procedure used for this report finds a
best mean-squared-error fit to a specification, and is as follows.

Specification. Select a set of normalized frequencies 3_,for 1 < 1 < L, where
0 <fl < 1. For each frequency./_, specify a desired gain dl, and a desired phase _l.
Also specify a desired cost cI that indicates the relative degree of desire for
meeting the gain and phase specs. The greater cl, the more critical the spec. As a
practical matter, one can start with an existing window's spectral response and
modify it in the region corresponding to region 2 of figure 19. The cost function is
selected empirically, but a good initial guess is to begin with everything at ct=l,
and modify region 2 so that the cost is inversely proportional to the gain envelope.
In addition, one might force the mainlobe peak to be nearly exactly the specified
value by choosing its cost value very high, for example 106. Let n be the length of
the desired window.

Calculation of Covariance Matrices. Calculate the auto-covariance and cross-
covariance matrices as follows.

rl, 1 ... rl, il L 2

R = • • , where rm, n = 2 clexp{j2rtfl(n-m) } ' (33)
l=l

Urn, 1 ... rn,

and

P = , where Pn = _ dlCl exp {-j (2_ftn + _l) } . (34)
l-1

Calculate the Complex Window. Using the equations (33) and (34), the best,
least-squared-error fit, window w can be calculated as follows.

w = a +jb (35)

where "

a =IR+Rr)-I[IP+PCI+j(R-R'rlb], (36) ,
\ j--\ /\ j--
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and the superscripts T and c denote transpose and complex conjugate, respectively.

Equations (36) and (37) can be simultaneously solved. This allows us to calculate

1,

Combining equations (35), (36), and (38) yields the resulting window w*.

Reiteration. The spectrum of w can then be compared to the desired spectrum,
and adjustments made to the specification. The most common specification change
will likely be to adjust the depth horizon, and alter the cost specifications c t. New
calculations and comparisons are then in order.

The derivation of the best, least-squared-error fit, window w is given in Appendix B.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

This report touches a number of issues concerning imaging underground targets from an airborne
radar. Conclusions in the form of observations are liberally sprinkled throughout the text of this
report. Nevertheless, some more global conclusions can be reached and are presented here.

• A general closed form model of the radar echo is possible for an airborne radar imaging aIP

target buried in a lossy half space, and is presented. Other approximations may at times
also be adequate.

t

• For wideband systems, dispersion needs to be compensated, or at least accounted for.

• Attenuation for various subsurface media ranges from negligible to effectively opaque. In
the RF region of the spectrum, attenuation generally increases with frequency.

• Synthetic Aperture Radar imaging relies on maintaining coherency in target echoes. This
depends not only on sensor and target positions, but also on a reasonably accurate
characterization of the RF signal's propagation. Errors in measured or assumed
propagation parameters will manifest themselves in target position estimate inaccuracies,
and image defocussing.

• Impulse responses should be thought of in terms of a 3-dimensional impulse response.
Concepts like 'layover' easily fit into a 3-D IPR model.

• Resolution in 3 dimensions effectively requires a 2-dimensional synthetic spacial aperture
along with a frequency aperture. How the spacial aperture is sampled will greatly impact
sidelobe structure.

• Depth resolution is enhanced below the surface. Resolution in the horizontal directions is
not.

• Soil lossiness requires a subsurface imaging radar to have larger dynamic range than its
surface imaging counterpart. A dynamic range limit also limits penetration depth, and
presents a 'depth horizon'.

• In a processed image, sidelobes of a shallow target in a lossy soil can easily overwhelm
the response from a deeper target. These sidelobes can make a large dynamic range
virtually useless. The sidelobes will be affected by system non-linearities and processing
window functions. This may be mitigated somewhat with loss compensated window
functions. But there are limits.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF RADAR ECHO MODEL

We begin with the geometry of figure 1, and the exact echo delay time of equation (1) which is
repeated here.

xc - . (A1)
¢1 C

t

The central assumption of this derivation is that V2 = V'. This allows us to write

Ir  ll lr m--lr ,lOOSVl OSV <A2)

d , and substituting (A2) into (A 1), we arrive at the expression
By recognizing that P ,II= si.v,

!

Xc-_ ]r¢]+ : COS_/lCOSw . (A3)SmVl

At this point we look to Balanis [1], borrow some notation, and define

.CO

)'1 = (Xl+J[31 = Jc rl' (A4)

.0)

, _/2 = J[32 = J_'' (A5)

%
sin0 t = _cos_2, (A6)

71

q = Real(cos0t)131 + Imag(cos0t)(x 1 , (A7)

t "- [_2cos_f2 . (A8)

Note that equation (A6) is Snell's Law for this geometry, but 0t is complex due to the lossiness of

the dielectric (or1# 0).

Balanis shows that given o), t, and q,

¢.0
c 1 - , (A9)

*' ,¢/t2 + q2

_ t , and (A 10)
c°sV1 - 4t_ + q2
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q (All)sin_l =
_t2+ q2

Combiningequations(A4)through(A8)intoequations(A9)through(AII),andtheseinturninto

equation (A3), yields after simplification the expression (recalling that _2 '_ _) t

=2
II /a

The two-way power loss within the half space is given by the following attenuation factor

Gn = exp (-4do0 , (AI3)

where, from Balanis,

ot = Real(cos0t)o_ 1 + Imag(cos0t)13 ] . (A14)

Using (A4) through (A6), and recalling that _2 = lg, this can be rewritten as

o_=-_Imag [rl _/1- (c°sW_2] . (AI5)n /1

Combining with (A 14) yields the final expression

G.q= exp(4C°ImagldT1J1 _(cosw_2]) (A16)T --C:J

At this point we can make several observations.

• The dependence of refraction angle and power loss within the lossy half space on
dielectric properties is strictly via the complex refraction index, 1"1.(This is not so for the
loss associated with transmission across the dielectric boundary, which is essentially an
impedance mismatch problem. See reference [1]).

• The echo delay time is linearly dependent on target depth, d.
#

• In general, T1 is a function of frequency, Co.In (A12) the resulting effect is known as
dispersion.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF OPTIMAl, COMPLEX FILTER !

Consider the following definitions.

x = a column vector of input data,

w = a column vector of filter (window) weights,

t and d = a scalar response.

We further identify

x = ctexp{j2 _,-n } , (Bl)
1=1

where n = the vector element position index, and 0 < n < (N- 1),

t = time,

T = sampling interval,

and other parameters are as described in section 4.5.

We define the filter output as

T
y = w x, (B3)

and the error in the output as

e = (d-y). (B4)

Recall that the superscripts T and c denote transpt_se and complex conjugate, respectively.

We desire a minimum mean-squared-error (mse) and define rose as
11

mse = EClel2"l= ec], (B5)

' where E['] is the expected-value operator (over time).

Now for some linear algebra.
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We can readily expand

T TC C _ TC Clet2 - Idl2 + w xx w - wrxac w x d . (B6)

Taking the expected value of equation (B6) yields
'L

mse = e[lal2]+wrRwc- wrp-w'rCpc , (B7)
,I

where

R - E [xxrC'], (B8)

and e = E ['xdC'!. (B9)

With x and d defined as in (B 1) and (B2), R and P become

rl, 1 "" rl, 1 L

R = • • , where rm, n = E c_exp {j2_ft(n-m)}, (B10)
l=l

Lrn, 1 "'" rn,

and

P = , where P,t = _ dtCl exp { -j (2if,fin + *t) } • (B 11)
l=l

We now expand

w = a+jb (B12)

where a and b are real.

Inserting (B 12) into (B7) yields

TRa c _ pC)] .mse = ['E['id121+a +bTRb c aT[p+

._j['aT/R _ RT)b + b'/'/P- PC )"] (B13, t"
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To find the optimal a and b that minimize the rose, we take the derivatives of mse with respect to
a and b and set them equal to zero.

-_amse= IS+ Rr)a-jlS-ST')b-IP+ PC) =0, (B14)

, and ff._mse =lR+Rr)b_jiR 7'-R/a-jIP-P c) = .0 (B15)

t

This yields

a= (R +RT)"I[(P+ Pc)+j(R-RT)b], (Bi6,

!

ll = [ _ --[ _ [ _ _tR + RT)-ILit p-pC)-jt R- RT)aj , (B17)

These areequations (36) and (37) in themain text and may be solved simultaneously to yield
equation (39) in the main text, r-..peated here as

Ii=j[(R+Rr)-(R-RT)(R+RT)-I(R-Rr)1-1

• [CP-PC)-{R-RT){R+RT)-ICP-PC)}. (B18)

Substituting (B 18) into (B 16), and then both (B18) and (B 16) into (B 12) yields a unique
expression for w in terms of only R and P, that is the minimum mean-squared-error solution.

Note that for real x and real d, we have a real R and P, and (B 12) reduces to the more common

R-1expression w = P.
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